 ODPC
VISUAL CORE DESCRIPTION
SEDIMENTS / SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
SECTION DESCRIPTION

LEG | SUB | SITE | HOE | CORE | VERS | SEC
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
106 | 241a | 1744 | B | 5

PIECE # | GRAPHIC | REPRESENTATION | SAMPLES | DRILLING DEFORM. | STRUCTURES | COLOR
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
0 | 15 | 20 | 25 | 30 | 35 | 40

< Coarser Foram Nanno Core
< Green, purple laminate
< SB 41
< Green, purple laminate

7.5f 8/10
N7/1
7.5f 8/10

Same as Section 1-4

These data are to be processed into a computerized database along with existing standardized data from other legs and will be accessible to the scientific community at large. RECORD ALL MEASUREMENTS CAREFULLY, COMPLETELY, AND LEGIBLY.